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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

4th Meeting, 2009 (Session 3) 
 

Wednesday 4 February 2009 
 
The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 5. 
 
1. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 

instruments— 
 

the Rural Development Contracts (Rural Priorities) (Scotland) Amendment 
Regulations 2009(SSI 2009/1);  
  
 the Animal By-Products (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2009 
(SSI 2009/7); and  
  
 the Plant Health (Import Inspection Fees) (Scotland) Amendment 
Regulations 2009 (SSI 2009/8).  
 

2. Climate Change (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take evidence on the Bill 
at Stage 1 from— 

 
John Ferguson, Unit Manager, Sustainable Energy and Resources, SEPA; 
 
Iain Gulland, Director, WRAP Scotland; 
 
Dr Colin Clark, Head of Waste Managment, Highland Council; 
 

and then from— 
 

Richard Lochhead MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and 
Environment, Kim Fellows, Deputy Director for Waste and Pollution 
Reduction, Louise Miller, Solicitor, Food and Environment Division, Kevin 
Philpott, Waste Regulator Senior Policy Officer, and Simon Stockwell, 
Waste Strategy Team Leader, Scottish Government. 
 

3. Pig industry: The Committee will consider correspondence received from 
representatives of the pig industry. 
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4. Climate Change (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee will review the 
evidence heard earlier in the meeting. 

 
5. Rural housing inquiry (in private): The Committee will consider a draft report. 
 
 

Peter McGrath 
Clerk to the Rural Affairs and Environment Committee 

Room T1.01 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5240 

Email: peter.mcgrath@scottish.parliament.uk
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Submissions pack 
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Paper from the Clerk 
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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

EXTRACT FROM SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE’S 6TH 
REPORT 

 
INSTRUMENTS SUBJECT TO ANNULMENT 

The Rural Development Contracts (Rural Priorities) (Scotland) 
Amendment Regulations 2009 (SSI 2009/1) (Rural Affairs and Environment 
Committee) 

1. These Regulations amend the Rural Development Contracts (Rural 
Priorities) (Scotland) Regulations 2008 (“the principal regulations”), so as to 
implement modifications to the Scotland Rural Development Programme 
approved by the European Commission in November 2008. 

2. The principal regulations provide for aid to be made available from the 
Scotland Rural Development Programme. Under the principal regulations aid 
is available for carrying out activities relevant to the rural priorities listed in 
Schedule 2. This amending instrument, in part, makes various adjustments to 
the activities covered and to the applicable rates of payment and limits on 
payment.  It also substitutes a new table setting out the activities in respect of 
which payments may be made for forestry operations. 

3. Questions were asked of the Scottish Government in relation to the 
means of distinguishing between the activities of “high pruning” and “high 
pruning of trees” and the basis on which beneficiaries would be eligible for 
payment for these activities. (Given that the new version of the tables includes 
“high pruning” at £1.30 per tree and “high pruning of trees” at £400 per 
hectare.) Correspondence between the legal advisers to the Committee and 
the Scottish Government is reproduced in the Appendix. 

4. The Scottish Government response quotes and provides a link to 
“guidance” issued under regulation 21(2) of the principal regulations. The link 
provided, and the passage quoted, both in fact refer to an extract from the 
Scotland Rural Development Programme 2007-13.  Nevertheless, the 
passage quoted in the Scottish Government’s response does provide a 
means of distinguishing between “high pruning” and “high pruning of trees” 
and determining on what basis payment should be made in any individual 
case. 

5. In addition, since the principal regulations can only have effect to the 
extent that they implement the approved programme, the committee was 
satisfied that a court would be entitled to have regard to the terms of the 
programme as an aid to interpretation in the event of any ambiguity. 

6. The Committee draws this instrument to the attention of the lead 
committee and to Parliament on the ground that clarification was 
requested and received from the Scottish Government. 
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7. While the Committee was content not to report the instrument on any of 
the grounds set out in its remit, members did have concerns about the clarity 
of some aspects of the guidance and the extent to which it is consistent with 
the principal regulations. 

8. In particular, Dr. McKee pointed out: 

• that the currency used in the guidance is euros, but that the regulations 
refer to pounds sterling which raises questions in relation to how 
conversion rates are applied; and 

• that the guidance did not appear to provide a clear definition of the 
circumstances in which payments by hectare, rather than in relation to 
individual trees, were to be applied. 

9. The Committee therefore agreed to write to the Scottish 
Government for clarification of these points. 
 
 
APPENDIX 
 
The Rural Development Contracts (Rural Priorities) (Scotland) 
Amendment Regulations 2009 (SSI 2009/1) 
 
On 15 January 2009 the Scottish Government was asked to explain, 
given that–– 
 

• a new version of Table D in Part 2 of Schedule 2 to the principal 
regulations (SSI 2008/100, as amended) is inserted by regulation 5 
of SSI 2009/1, 

 
• the new version of the table includes both 'high pruning' at £1.30 

per tree and 'high pruning of trees' at £400 per hectare, and 
 
• neither term is defined in the principal regulations, 
 

if there is a means of distinguishing between high pruning and high pruning of 
trees and, if not, how it is anticipated that it will be determined on which basis 
beneficiaries will be eligible for payment. 
 
The Scottish Government responds as follows–– 
 
The terms ‘high pruning’ and ‘high pruning of trees’ can be distinguished.  
‘High pruning’ covers the high pruning of an individual tree whereas ‘High 
Pruning of trees’ covers collective tree pruning.  The difference can be found 
in the apportioning of the standard cost in column 2 of Table D.  ‘High 
Pruning’ is awarded costs per tree but ‘High Pruning of trees’ is awarded 
costs by hectare, indicating that it covers areas including more than one tree. 
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Further regulation 21(2) of SSI 2008/100 states ‘Scottish Ministers must have 
regard to any guidance under paragraph (1) when performing their functions 
under these regulations’.  There is up to date approved published guidance 
available which is user friendly and clearly defines each definition in Table D.  
The guidance explains the separate specifications for each capital item in 
table D of SSI 2009/1 and displays this information in an easy to follow table 
which mimics Table D in the legislation but in more detail.  It is felt by the 
Scottish Government that by explaining terminology in the guidance, which is 
often lengthy and/or technical, the SSI avoids being overly complex. By 
defining the terminology in a comprehensive table in the guidance the reader 
is aware where to look to understand all the terms used in Table D and the 
process retains a consistent method by which the user can find exactly what 
each capital item covers. 
The guidance is available on line at: 
 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2008/04/01115039/124
 
and defines the terms as follows: 
 
High pruning 
High pruning to increase light levels along path edges, to open up views or 
create a variety of habitat in areas under a managed access and/or recreation 
agreement. 
 
Should be carried out using purpose made hand or mechanical pruning saws. 
 
Cuts should be flush with stem. Includes pruning up to 6 metres high. 
 
The first stage of high pruning larger branches is to remove most of the weight 
of the branch to ease the later cuts. This is achieved 6-12 inches away from 
the stem by a first undercut to prevent splitting followed by a second top cut 
which severs the branch at this point. Before the final cut is made the 'branch 
bark ridge' must be identified: this is an external feature which is readily visible 
at the trunk/bark junction. The final cut must not disturb this ridge or the 
internal anatomical features associated with it. 
 
Presumes that woodland has been brashed previously or lower branches are 
minimal. 
 
High pruning of trees 
High pruning is the selective reduction and removal of branches to create 
some vertical lift of the tree canopy, allowing space under the tree for light, 
people, wildlife, vehicles and/or existing buildings. It can also open up views 
or create a variety of habitat in areas under a managed access, recreation 
and/or biodiversity improvement agreement. 
 
Should be carried out using purpose made hand or mechanical pruning saws. 
 
To ensure no adverse effects on individual tree increment, at least one-third of 
the total height of the tree should be crown. 
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High pruning should be carried out to achieve a minimum of 4 metres and up 
to 10 metres clear stem at the time of the first pruning operation. 
 
The first stage of high pruning larger branches is to remove most of the weight 
of the branch to ease the later cuts. This is achieved 6-12 inches away from 
the stem by a first undercut to prevent splitting followed by a second top cut 
which severs the branch at this point. Before the final cut is made the 'branch 
bark ridge' must be identified: this is an external feature which is readily visible 
at the trunk/bark junction. The final cut must not disturb this ridge or the 
internal anatomical features associated with it. 
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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

CLIMATE CHANGE (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 

SUBMISSIONS PACK 
 

A submission from SEPA, one of the organisations giving evidence on the 
waste reduction provisions on 4 February, is attached (p2).  Due to time 
constraints, the response from SEPA is a copy of its response to the Scottish 
Government’s consultation on provisions in the Bill relating to waste. 
 
Submissions from the British Soft Drinks Association (p12) and the Beverage 
Can Makers Europe (p21) have been received and are also attached. 
 

 
Supplementary submissions 
 
Community Recycling Network Scotland has provided a supplementary 
submission following evidence to the Committee on 28 January (p27). 
 
The Federation of Small Businesses in Scotland also gave evidence to the 
Committee on 28 January.  Following that meeting their representative, Susan 
Love, has submitted a copy of a report of survey responses on local authority 
trade waste practices published by SEPA in 2007 entitled Business Waste 
Framework.  This report is presented to the Committee with SEPA’s 
permission.  The hard copy of this paper issued to Members will include the 
report in full but it can also be viewed online at: 
 
http://www.sepa.org.uk/waste/moving_towards_zero_waste/business_waste/t
ackling_business_waste.aspx
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SUBMISSION FROM SEPA 

 
Proposal 1: Duties on Public Bodies and Businesses to Provide 
Recycling Facilities. 
 
Question 1: Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
 
SEPA does not consider that a Voluntary Code of Practice on Recycling 
outwith the home would on its own deliver a zero waste society. We therefore 
believe that legislation would be beneficial in this area. Significant quantities of 
recyclable materials exist in waste streams outside the home within both 
public spaces and work facilities that could usefully be recovered. 
 
Question 2 If so, what form should that legislation take? 
 
Legislation could be based on a revised form of a number of existing 
regulatory systems such as: 
 
• Producer responsibility 
• Duty of Care 
• Building regulations 
• Event licensing process 
• The Planning System 
 
Town and Country Planning legislation could be a useful vehicle to deliver 
appropriate requirements. The Town and Country Planning General 
Development Procedure Order could potentially be amended to require all 
qualifying new development to provide details of recycling and composting 
provision when submitting a planning application. The planning application 
would not therefore be registered as “valid” without this information, in a 
similar manner to requesting details of drainage and road access. Amending 
planning legislation would ensure developers took this requirement on board 
at the earliest design stage where the facilities and any land area required can 
be properly considered. Failure to consider this at the planning application 
stage may result in applications subsequently being submitted for Building 
Warrant where the layout would have to be changed to provide recycling 
facilities, materially affecting the entire development. This would then, in some 
cases, result in the developer having to submit a revised planning application 
so delaying the development process. Separate legislation would be required 
to enforce this requirement retrospectively. 
 
Legislation should address a range of specific issues including: 
• the type of waste, for example, cans, glass, paper, batteries, household 
hazardous wastes and plastics to be recycled 
• facilities should be appropriate to the location and types of waste likely to 
arise 
• powers should enable material collections systems and capacities to be 
specified based on the type of location in question 
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The following issues must also be addressed: 
• assess and resolve the availability of UK reprocessors and end markets. 
• establish the dependence on overseas markets and assess any long term 
risks in dependence on such markets 
• address how geographical issues will be considered such as remoteness 
from markets, collection systems and the related cost implications for 
businesses and public sector bodies in remote or rural areas? 
• demonstrate that reuse has been explored (especially for furniture and 
WEFE) before materials are recycled 
 
The legislation should apply to all public sector bodies and commercial 
businesses (especially retail, fast food, travel and entertainment centres) 
which attract large numbers of members of the public; or in buildings with 
more than 50 employees, or part of a national chain or franchise that are 
frequented by the public. 
 
Other Issues to be considered: 
• Resources for enforcement of legislation. 
• How to assist developers with any costs with “retrofitting” existing 
sites/developments, for example, through local business rate relief or some 
similar mechanism. 
• Importance of guidance being prepared on what type of provision is to be 
made for different scales/types/thresholds of development. 
• That materials recovered in public spaces would count towards local 
authority recycling targets irrespective of who owns the collection system or 
undertakes the collection. Materials collected from businesses not designated 
as public spaces would be considered as commercial and industrial waste. 
 
Proposal 2: Packaging. 
 
To encourage waste prevention by giving powers to the Scottish Government 
to make regulations on packaging which would set statutory targets on 
retailers for packaging reductions. 
 
Question 1 : Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
 
SEPA considers it important that the specific application of any such 
measures are clear in their intent. SEPA does not support the introduction of 
new measures on recovery (one way of reducing packaging waste) due to the 
risk of introducing inconsistencies or tensions in the existing UK regulatory 
systems for packaging. These may not be perfect but they are beginning to 
work. The cross UK nature of retailing would make this complex and probably 
highly unpopular. 
 
There is adequate data from statutory returns from compliance schemes at a 
UK level to evaluate progress in packaging recovery, re-use and 
dematerialisation. However this is difficult to interpret in a purely Scottish 
context. 
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SEPA would suggest the following approach: 
• an increased obligation on wholesalers and retailers acting in Scotland to 
provide improved data on the packaging material entering the consumer 
market in Scotland 
— this would improve our data as this tends to be produced at a UK company 
level and is therefore hard to partition into Scottish data. 
• improved measures to penalise excess packaging — probably via a revised 
Essential Requirements Act in Scotland. This has proved to be an ineffective 
regulatory system and if designed appropriately would act to place pressure 
on packaging manufacturers, packer fillers and retailers to further reduce 
packaging. 
• powers to enforce take back of specific packaging materials. This has 
proved highly effective in some Scandic countries for aluminium packaging for 
example. If we propose this we should seek for them to be general ‘take back’ 
and ‘deposit return’ powers as it would be useful in other non-packaging areas 
such as batteries and some HHW materials (see Proposal 5). 
• consideration could also be made for retailers above a certain size to have 
deposit facilities either in or within the vicinity of their premises to enable 
packaging materials to be deposited for recycling. This is to some extent 
linked to the issues raised in Proposal 1. 
 
Proposal 3: Specifying Recyclate. 
 
Question 1 : Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
 
SEPA would support legislation in this area to require public bodies to procure 
goods with a minimum specified recycled content. 
 
Public bodies have significant procurement powers to influence the supply of 
products with higher recycled content. More effort needs to be made in closing 
the recycling loop, rather than just focussing on simply increasing recycling 
targets. 
 
SEPA would have concerns as the practicability and resourcing implications of 
imposing such a requirement on businesses. It would be more practical to 
implement this through the manufacturers selling into the UK/EU market via 
existing producer responsibility powers. In SEPA’s view this would need to be 
achieved at an EU level. However positive promotion of the benefits of green 
procurement to business should be ongoing and with increased commitment. 
 
Consideration should be given to imposing a requirement on any private 
bodies that supply goods or services to the public sector. This supply chain’ 
pressure would be one practical way to influence businesses directly. 
 
There is a need to continue support towards recyclate quality via ISO or PAS 
or British Standards to ensure that the use of recyclate does not diminish 
quality standards. There is similarly a need to undertake significant awareness 
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raising to overcome current perceptions that recycled products are inferior 
quality. 
 
Question 2: If so, what form should that legislation take? 
 
• The legislation should lay down the nature of the materials and the contracts 
to which the duty would apply (including exemptions and whether the 
requirements would not apply to contracts below a certain value) with a 
particular focus on paper and paper products (towels and tissue); 
container/packaging glass; a wide range of plastic consumable goods; 
building works; grounds and road maintenance contracts. A similar obligation 
should apply when refurbishing offices and buildings. There is potential for 
enactment through Building Regulations for new build projects. Refurbishment 
contracts should also demonstrate that reuse of existing furniture and WEEE 
has been explored before new products are bought. 
 
• The legislation should be developed in partnerships with experts in 
sustainable procurement rather than solely from a waste angle. The legislation 
would need to be based on a clear life cycle analysis of the various product 
areas to be addressed. Price comparisons would need to be made to quantify 
the cost to the public sector. Similarly procurement methods should be 
investigated which would act to reduce the costs of such a requirement 
through high volume purchasing contracts. 
 
Key elements of any such legislation would include: 
(1 )Type/definition of organisations to be covered. 
(2) Key product areas to be targeted. 
(3) Product standards specifying the minimum recycled content. 
(4) Monitoring and record keeping requirements for verification. 
(5) Any necessary enforcement powers. 
 
SEPA recommends that consideration should be given to the implementation 
of such a requirement via a Scottish wide Agency based on some existing 
body with a national procurement function. 
 
Proposal 4: Waste Prevention Plans. 
 
The responses to the following questions are taken as a whole below: 
Question 1: Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
Question 3: what public bodies and businesses should be covered? 
Question 2 : If so, what form should that legislation take? 
 
SEPA considers that legislation is required in this area but largely only for 
public bodies and larger companies. Public bodies are readily controlled within 
the wider public estate and as such should be required to demonstrate best 
practice and best value by driving down the costs of waste management 
within the public estate. 
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In general SEPA does not agree that such a requirement should be placed on 
smaller business for the following reasons: 
 
• The administration of such a scheme would be burdensome on both 
business and the administering authority 
 
• The operation of the market with disposal costs rising sharply should be 
trusted to change behaviour with the support of well targeted resource 
efficiency programmes. In tandem to this carbon and emission trading 
schemes will act to focus attention on resource efficiency. 
 
SEPA however sees two specific areas where we would support the 
implementation of waste prevention plans on business: 
 
• We would support an extension of the powers under Pollution Prevention & 
Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 to address waste prevention in currently 
regulated industries. 
 
• In addition to the above, consideration could be given to extending this duty 
to other large companies in Scotland (delineated by either turnover or 
employee number) with these powers integrated with those set out above in 
proposal 3 on specifying recyclate. This may then filter down the supply chain 
as these companies seek to improve supplier performance. This avoids the 
implementation of such a duty on SMEs which due to their number would 
require disproportionate efforts to both monitor and administer and would 
probably raise questions on the benefits of such regulation in an era of less 
and better regulation. 
 
• We would support the mandatory implementation of Site Waste 
Management Plans (SWMP5) with the enforcing body identified. As a national 
organisation SEPA could be a suitable body to fulfil this enforcement role, 
helping to ensure the creation of a level playing field. In addition, SEPA 
already regulates or has an established relationship with many of these 
industries. SWMP development and enforcement should also be linked to 
Health and Safety legislation as they also regulate construction sites. 
 
Site Waste Management Plans: 
 
• Site Waste Management Plans should mirror what is happening in England 
where any new development (costing more than £300,000) to submit a Site 
Waste Management Plan at Planning Stage. 
• Implementation of the SWMP legislation in England should be fully assessed 
in order to ensure that any legislation in Scotland is as effective as possible 
 
Proposal 5: Deposit and Return. 
 
Question 1 : Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
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SEPA considers that legislation should be made in this area. Such 
mechanisms are powerful consumer behavioural change drivers. More 
research is however required into the barriers which prevent businesses from 
introducing this type of system so that this can be addressed in the future. 
 
Question 2 : If so, what form should that legislation take? 
 
• SEPA would suggest the development of general powers that would place a 
take back responsibility on retailers of specific products or powers to 
implement a deposit refund scheme on retailers of specific products. 
 
Question 3: Your views on the practicalities of such schemes in 
Scotland? 
 
• A deposit system would work but for recycling not return for re-use. Re-use 
containers tend to have double transport miles (to the retailer and back), 
increased use of raw materials (need to be more robust) so more lorries to 
transport (because they are heavier) and increased use of detergents and 
water (need to be cleaned). 
• Full life cycle analysis would have to be undertaken to ensure that the 
measures were contributing to improving the environment impact of products. 
We should seek to understand why a once strong deposit and return system 
on bottles died out. What were the business reasons for these measures not 
continuing? 
• The scheme would have its major applications in non-packaging areas 
(perhaps with the exception of aluminium containers due to the very high 
energy savings). Products such as batteries, small electrical items and some 
HHW products would in our view benefit from deposit refund schemes. 
• We believe the public would respond well to such schemes and this would 
greatly assist recovery in these areas some of which produce problematic 
wastes. 
Careful consideration would need to be given to the structure of any deposit 
refund system. This requires a central collection agency to hold deposit funds 
and allocate funds based on returned products. This could prove costly to 
administer. However a number of working models exist that could form the 
basis of an options assessment. 
 
Proposal 6: Mandatory Waste Data Returns from Business. 
Question 1: Do you consider that legislation should be made in this 
area? 
 
SEPA strongly supports a statutory requirement on waste producers to 
provide data on waste arisings. Increasingly with the complexity of global 
resource pressures a far clearer perspective on what materials are flowing 
through the Scottish economy which then arise as waste materials is needed. 
An improved understanding of this would assist in identifying a more rapid 
response to specific resource pressures. Such a measure would also act to 
focus business on its resource use and provide opportunities for cost savings. 
 
The following applies: 
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• The principal area where waste data is still lacking is for the waste produced 
by business, as there is currently no way to collect this directly. A limited 
amount of information on business waste arisings is available through Special 
Waste Consignment notes and through the returns for the Scottish Pollutant 
Release Inventory (SPRI). 
 
• The information on business waste arisings is needed to: 
— aid national policy development; 
— aid in the assessment of capacity needs for the tertiary treatment of 
residual wastes and in improving technology choices for such treatment; 
— support policy development in organisations such as local authorities, 
enterprise agencies and others; 
— monitor change and policy impact; 
— help the development of the new National Waste Plan; 
— provide data for planning applications and investment in waste 
infrastructure; 
— identify potential benefits for businesses 
— and meet internal and external reporting requirements including the Waste 
Statistics Regulations. 
 
• Currently SEPA does not have sufficient, detailed data to adequately satisfy 
a number of these. There is a need for information on the type of waste, the 
quantity of waste, the geographical origin of the waste and the Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) code of the business producing the waste. 
 
• SEPA has attempted to fill this lack of information in two ways; first, directly, 
by carrying out national business waste surveys and second, indirectly, by 
using information gathered by the quarterly licensed/permitted waste 
management site returns. Both have their drawbacks. 
 
(1) The principal issue with the survey is that it does not provide sufficiently 
accurate data for SEPA’s needs and those of its stakeholders. For example 
the 2006 survey showed that the total business waste produced in Scotland in 
2006 was estimated to be 7.64 million tonnes with a 95% confidence interval 
of 2.60 to 13.42 million tonnes. This was mainly because of the poor response 
from businesses to the survey. A portion of Scottish businesses, about 
29,800, were surveyed and there was a usable response rate of 10.8 % 
(3,232). This represented only 2.3% of all businesses in Scotland. It was clear 
from the survey that some businesses who replied had little knowledge of their 
waste. The cost of a survey would be about £80,000 at present values. 
(2) The information collected by the quarterly licensed/permitted site returns is 
good but only deals with the waste managed. It does not collect any 
information on the producer of the waste and only limited information on its 
geographical origin. Because of possible double counting issues is also not 
possible to get completely accurate figures for the waste produced. 
 
• Whilst it would be unfair to place too much pf a burden on business it does 
not appear unreasonable to require businesses, particularly larger ones, to 
have a knowledge of their waste and to report this to SEPA. . This would 
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complement the good work already carried out by Scottish local authorities in 
increasing waste recycled and reducing waste to landfill. Businesses are part 
of Scottish society and should be expected to contribute towards a zero waste 
Scotland. They contribute over two thirds of the annual waste arisings in 
Scotland. 
 
• There are a number of ways that the reporting burden could be reduced. For 
example: 
— There could be a de minimus limit under which businesses would not be 
required to report: of the 148,000 businesses in Scotland in 2006 only 6,680 
had 50 or more employees and over 82,500 had less than five. Another 
approach would be to set a limit based on annual turnover in a similar way to 
the packaging waste obligations. The limit could be set to balance the need 
for information with the need to keep the burden on industry to a minimum. 
— SEPA is currently developing an online data collection system for statutory 
returns, through the Operator Data Returns project. Businesses could 
potentially use this system for reporting data to SEPA, eliminating the need to 
create a new data collection system. 
— An alternative approach for collecting the information could be to carry out 
compulsory business waste surveys on a third of all Scottish businesses 
annually. This would provide sufficient information for SEPA’s needs. 
— A further alternative would be to undertake a root and branch review of the 
Duty of Care system and implement it effectively. 
 
• SEPA does not consider such a duty to be a burden to business. Businesses 
themselves are likely to benefit in a number of ways from this statutory 
reporting including: 
— identification of cost reduction opportunities through waste minimisation 
and increased recycling; 
— benchmarking their performance against others in their sector; 
— an enhanced image and reputation by being able to prove good 
environmental practice; 
— and improved dialogue with the Government and SEPA; 
— more aware of potential future resource pressures (and risks) arising from 
a rapidly globalising economy; 
— access to education materials/initiatives associated with this obligation. 
 
SEPA believes that placing a statutory duty on businesses to report on 
the waste they produce would provide the information needed by SEPA 
and its stakeholders, and more importantly help progress towards a zero 
waste Scotland, ultimately improve the environment and make Scottish 
business more profitable and robust in terms of future resource 
pressures. 
 
• SEPA recognises that the introduction of a new system comes with 
challenges. There will be a need for a promotional campaign aimed at 
publicising the benefits to business. Guidance (written and verbal) will need to 
be available for businesses and on going support will need to be provided. 
There may be initial problems with the quality of returns and with non-returns. 
However, from the SEPA Waste Data team’s experiences in introducing and 
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operating the quarterly licensed/permitted waste management site returns 
these can be overcome relatively quickly by supporting the businesses. 
 
• DEFRA is currently consulting on a proposal to add the requirement to report 
the SIC code of the waste producer to the waste transfer note. If this 
requirement was introduced the SIC code could be requested by a 
licensed/permitted site when waste is transferred for recovery or disposal. 
This would be reported in the returns made by licensed waste management 
facilities to the Environment Agency. 
 
• This type of system could work in Scotland but would increase substantially 
the workload on both SEPA and the waste management industry, Its main 
strength is that it builds on an established system but there may be some 
reluctance from the waste management industry. SEPA’s Waste Data team 
believes that this methodology could provide the information required but that 
it removes the need for businesses to have knowledge of and be responsible 
for the waste they produce. 
 
Proposal 7: Other Measures to encourage Waste Prevention, including 
action on single-use carrier bags. 
 
Are there any other areas, not covered by this consultation, where 
legislation could be made to increase recycling and promote waste 
prevention? 
 
SEPA considers that consideration should be given to the following 
additional areas for potential regulatory powers: 
 
A local tax or levy on disposable and single use products should be 
considered when there are alternatives e.g. disposable picnic ware, razors, 
nappies, and cigarette lighters. This could include single use plastic or paper 
bags. However in this latter case SEPA believes we should see how the 
voluntary code of conduct agreed with national retailers is working prior to 
implementing any such action on carrier bags; 
 
• Reduced VAT on products that haye a high content of recyclate; 
• Consideration should be given to encourage products to have a built in 5 
year warranty to encourage repair rather than planned obsolescence. We 
again note that this would not be a devolved matter with significant 
implications at an EU level; 
• Repair services should be VAT free; 
• The implementation of landfill bans. SEPA however notes this can be 
addressed with existing powers; 
 
SEPA considers that resource management is ultimately about materials 
management. As such powers should be developed that could be used to 
require specified materials to be managed in ways that represent the Best 
Practicable Environmental Option (including carbon management benefits). 
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General Comments 
 
Whatever legislation is developed there needs to be a communication plan 
and guidance linked to it. The more engagement and guidance provided the 
better the legislation will be implemented. 
 
SEPA is disappointed to see that the proposal for direct variable charging for 
waste has been withdrawn from proposals. Householders should equally 
apply to the Polluter Pays principle and be more aware of the impact that their 
wasteful activities have. It seems to be more of political decision to pull this 
option, which is concerning when some difficult and often unpopular political 
decisions need to be made if we are to seriously move Scotland towards a 
Zero Waste society. It is difficult in SEPA’s view to justify the challenging 
recycling targets placed on municipal authorities without the requisite powers 
to change public behaviour. 
 
The resourcing implications of enforcing legislation also need to be given 
careful consideration and, where possible, SEPA would support the review of 
similar legislation with the other UK administrations that could result in 
consistency of UK legislation and greater environmental benefits. 
 
 
SEPA 
3 October 2008 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE BRITISH SOFT DRINKS ASSOCIATION 
 
The British Soft Drinks Association is the national trade association 
representing the interests of the UK’s manufacturers, factors and franchisors 
of soft drinks, including fruit juices and bottled waters. Member companies 
make up over 90% of the industry, with annual retail sales in excess of £12 
billion in the UK which includes over £1 billion in Scotland.  BSDA supports 
measure to protect the environment and welcomes the Scottish Government 
consultation to tackle waste impacts. 
 
Reponses to the proposals 
 
1. Duties on public bodies and businesses to provide recycling facilities. 
 
1.1  BSDA believes that voluntary action would be the most appropriate and 

effective way encourage businesses and public bodies to recycle 
 
1.2  Local Authorities should work with public bodies and businesses to 

provide facilities and infrastructure to collect recyclable materials from 
non-residential sources. 

 
1.3  The Scottish Government should consider following the English 

example for guidance on ‘Recycling on the go’.  Soft drinks companies 
are already involved in initiatives to increase recycling out of the home. 

 
2. Packaging 
 
2.1 The focus on packaging does not recognise the positive role packaging 

can play in protecting products and reducing waste, particularly food 
waste. 

 
2.2 There is an unnecessary and disproportionate focus on packaging 

when seeking to tackle waste in Scotland.  Little attention is paid to 
other waste streams that may have far greater impacts on the 
environment than packaging. 

 
2.3 It is not necessary to set statutory targets for retailers to reduce 

packaging. The Government should follow the example of the 
Courtauld commitment and seek voluntary action from industry.  This 
action is in addition to many years of work by manufacturers to light-
weight their packaging to work towards recyclability. It should be noted 
that commercial pressures help companies focus efforts on packaging 
reduction. Packaging is a significant business expense and where 
reductions can be made manufacturers are already working hard to 
reduce packaging. 

 
3. Recycled material 
 
3.1  Many companies across a range of sectors are already taking action by 

including recycled content in their packaging. This is particularly true for 
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soft drinks, where companies regularly use recycled materials in their 
packaging ranges. 

 
3.2  It is not appropriate to place a requirement for a minimum content of 

recycled material as this would not appreciate issues of availability of 
recycled material and importantly, some of the technical issues in using 
recycled material.  Including recycled material is not necessarily the 
best environmental option for all packaging.  Including recycled content 
in some instances can affect the ability to recycle packaging and may 
also impede on the function of the packaging. 

 
3.3  Where it is feasible soft drinks manufacturers have been including 

recycled material for many years.  For certain formats of packaging 
there is already a significant amount of recycled material, for example, 
cans and glass bottles.  For PET plastic, there are serious limitations 
with regard to specifying a minimum content as the material has limited 
availability and this can fluctuate significantly in a short timescale.  It is 
essential to increase recycling rates in order to obtain recyclate so that 
more can be used. 

 
4. Waste prevention plans 
 
4.1  Soft drinks manufacturers are captured under PPC regulations.  Part of 

PPC is to use resources and materials efficiently, and this would 
include minimising waste. 

 
4.2  Requiring businesses and public bodies to develop and publish waste 

prevention plans seems to be excessive and it would be more 
appropriate to encourage organisations to do this on a voluntary basis.  
Commercial pressures are already causing companies to reduce waste 
arisings, therefore reducing costs. 

 
4.3  Waste prevention plans could help increase focus on waste issues and 

encourage recycling but would not necessarily reduce waste.  It is 
important that appropriate infrastructure and facilities are developed or 
improved to make it practical to recycle out of the home. 

 
5. Deposit and return schemes 
 
5.1  It is not clear why deposit and return issues have not been incorporated 

under Proposal 2 ‘Packaging’, i.e. measure to tackle packaging.  
Deposits may be one of the ways to increase collection of materials but 
this should be considered as only one of the options amongst a wider 
range of others.  In any case BSDA believes strongly that it is not 
appropriate to have statutory requirements for deposit and return 
system, either for refillable drinks containers or single use.  Appended 
to this response is the BSDA position on deposits. 

 
5.2  Companies should be allowed to take decisions on deposit and return 

schemes on an individual voluntary basis, taking into account the local 
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market needs and local infrastructure issues.  While there is one 
example of a deposits system in Scotland, it must be remembered that 
this is only one, unique scheme and this should not be used to justify 
nationwide mandatory deposits for all drinks containers. 

 
5.3 It is unreasonable to expect retailers to manage the sorting, storage, 

sort and collection of containers once they have been returned, 
particularly for smaller convenience stores.  There are also many 
health and safety implications with operating mandatory deposits 
schemes. 

 
5.4 The financial implications outlined in the Consultation are far from 

robust and its is not as simple as calculating the operational cost of a 
scheme in Scotland using costs of the scheme in Denmark on the basis 
of similar populations.  BSDA recommends that the Government carry 
out a more thorough impact assessment of deposits before enabling 
powers on deposits. 

 
5.5 The consultation is not clear on the distinction between deposits for 

single use or refillable containers.  The financial implications for 
refillable systems versus single use are very different and the 
Government should be clear about what costs relate to which proposed 
system. 

 
5.6  Requiring manufacturing companies to use returnable containers is 

likely to cost several hundred million pounds in capital costs for new 
manufacturing equipment with annual operational costs in the tens of 
millions.  For single use systems there would be less set up costs but 
retail outlets would still be required to modify their premises to manage 
the materials.  This is likely to cost many tens of millions, while the 
annual operational costs would in tens of millions of pounds. 

 
5.7 We do not believe that mandatory deposit and returns are the most 

cost effective or most environmentally responsible way to collect waste 
packaging and we would support improvements in kerbside collection 
and on the go recycling. 

 
5.8 BSDA firmly believes that kerbside collection is the more cost and 

environmentally effective way to capture material for recycling and that 
deposits systems will divert valuable material away from local authority 
collection schemes, potentially making kerbside collection uneconomic 
to operate. 

 
5.9 BSDA recommends that before powers are enabled in relation to 

deposits, the Scottish Government should carry out more detailed 
investigation into deposits and engage with manufacturing, retail and 
waste management sectors to understand the issue and implications of 
any proposals and to assess whether or not deposits are the most 
effect measure to tackle packaging impacts. 
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6. Mandatory waste data returns from businesses 
 
6.1  The Producer Responsibility Regulations 1996 ready requires 

packaging producers, packer/fillers and retailers to account for, and 
fund the recovery of packaging that is placed on the market.    This 
information should be sufficient for the purposes of policy development 
and planning in relation to packaging. 

 
7. Other measures, including plastic bags 
 
7.1 We believe that the Government should in the first instance seek 

voluntary action from businesses and public bodies.  The government 
should back up voluntary action with funding, infrastructure and best 
practice advice. 
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Appendix - BSDA position on deposits (please find below) 
 
BSDA position on the use of mandatory deposit systems on single use drinks 
containers 
 
October 2008 
 
1. Summary
 
1.1 The soft drinks industry supports measures to protect the environment 

when these are based on comprehensive environmental investigation 
and is committed to sustainable consumption and production. 

 
1.2   Where packaging is concerned, studies have not produced definitive 

answers to the vital questions asked of mandatory deposit schemes, 
i.e. do they improve the environment cost effectively?  It would be 
unwarranted to implement a system that does not have a desired 
environmental outcome. 

 
1.3 Many principles risk being compromised with the introduction of deposit 

schemes, namely the capacity of such measures to: 
 

• Undermine kerbside collection 
• Divert valuable material away from Local Authority waste   

collections 
• Cause unnecessary environmental impacts 
• Disproportionately increase costs to consumers, manufacturers 

and retailers 
• Discriminate unfairly against soft drinks 
• Restrict the free movement of goods within the EU 

 
1.4 The British soft drinks industry firmly believes that the introduction of 

mandatory deposit schemes would be an ineffective and counter-
productive method of reducing the environmental impacts of packaging.  
It is convinced that the solution lies with multi-material kerbside 
schemes that address all waste streams.  BSDA also supports efforts 
to provide for recycling out of the home. 

 
2. Soft drinks packaging and sustainability 
 
2.1 The nature of beverage packaging has changed dramatically over the 

years.  Many decades ago drinks were solely packed in glass bottles.  
Cans were then added followed by cartons and plastic bottles.  There is 
now a much greater variety of shapes, sizes and material types than 
ever before. 

 
2.2  Packaging continues to be a major cost for the industry, both from a 

financial and environmental perspective.  Members have historically 
looked for ways to reduce the amount of packing used and have made 
significant achievements. 
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2.3  The primary function of packaging is to maintain the safety and quality 

of the product, ensuring it reaches the consumer at the same levels as 
when it was first produced and throughout its shelf life. 

 
2.4 Soft drinks manufacturers have always sought to address 

environmental concerns in relation to packaging: 
 
• Light-weighting of all formats of packaging has been carried out for 

decades and drinks manufacturers and packaging suppliers 
continue to seek further opportunities to lightweight. 

• Soft drinks packaging is amongst the most recyclable of all 
materials collected.  It is easily recognised, sorted and is also of 
high value. 

• Manufacturers have been using varying volumes of recycled 
materials in their packaging for many years and at present 
companies are overcoming technical challenges to work towards 
significant increases of recycled PET in their plastic bottles. 

 
2.5 Members recognise that there is still further work to be done to address 

packaging and sustainability while maintaining the primary function of 
packaging. 

 
3.  Undermining kerbside collection
 
3.1 According to WRAP, 35% of plastic bottles in the household waste 

stream are now being collected for recycling whereas in 2001 this 
figure was just 3%.   This is predicted to increase to 50% in 2008 and 
71% in 2009.  These figures indicate that the efforts of local authorities 
in developing kerbside schemes have been enormously successful and 
this has been complemented by WRAP’s work to communicate 
recycling messages to consumers. 

 
3.2 European Directives to increase recovery and decrease land filling of 

waste are comprehensive in their application.  They do not target one 
particular waste stream and aim to reduce all wastes to landfill.  This 
stimulates recovery and reprocessing industries to adapt and grow to 
meet demands. 

 
3.3 Effective kerbside collection schemes are considered by many to be 

the best environmental option in addressing the recycling and recovery 
of packaging. The 2001 RDC/PIRA Study demonstrates that, combined 
with achievable recycling rates, kerbside schemes deliver optimum 
environmental benefits compared to other packaging recovery 
scenarios.  A deposit system on drinks containers would only tackle a 
small percentage of household waste.  Kerbside collection captures far 
higher volumes of waste across all material categories. 

 
3.4 Mandatory deposit schemes would therefore undermine the success of 

local authority kerbside collection as they would divert the most 
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identifiable, easily sorted and valuable materials away from cost 
effective materials collection by local authorities. 

 
4. Deposits: an expensive way to recycle 
 
4.1 Data collected in the US have shown that kerbside collection schemes 

cost around $100 - $200 per tonne of material collected, whilst deposit 
systems cost $500 - $800 per tonne of recycled material.  Experience 
in Germany suggests that the cost of collecting materials through 
deposit schemes is three-times that of kerbside collection. 

 
4.2 Kerbside collection schemes offer the following advantages: 
 

• They focus on a range of materials not just a subset of cans and 
bottles, thus achieving greater economies of scale. 

• Most recycling schemes manage materials by commodity type 
(e.g. glass, PET, paper), rather than pack type, size or brand, 
which minimise handling and sorting costs for the supply chain 
and allow for an increasing number of pack types to be recycled. 

• The operation and collection of materials are managed by the 
waste industry and Government, rather than the food distribution 
and retail chain, which are not well suited to handling materials 
for recycling. 

 
4.3 Mandatory deposit systems will result in increased prices to the 

consumer and throughout the supply chain. Returned beverage 
containers must be counted, sorted and stored requiring additional 
infrastructure, planning and resources. The burden on small retailers 
would be even greater. For example: 

 
• They would have to collect and store containers and refund 

deposits on behalf of the manufacturer. 
• A regular CTN would struggle to do this even with a small 

number of product lines. 
• The impulse buy sector does not have the square footage 

required to operate such a scheme. 
• Such a measure would be impractical to manage and would 

severely disadvantage corner shops and garage forecourts. 
• There would be a significant increase in vehicle movements as 

pick-ups would be needed on a regular basis for retail outlets. 
This would add to congestion, hinder efforts to improve air 
quality and would be counter to efforts to reduce climate change 
impacts from transport. 

 
5.   Discrimination without environmental reasoning 
 
5.1 Deposit systems operate randomly across Europe for different drinks’ 

packaging.  For example: 
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• In Finland the deposit system covers beer and carbonated soft 
drinks only 

• Denmark levies a deposit on all soft drinks other than milk 
 
5.2 The final goal of any deposit scheme is a comprehensive reduction in 

environmental impact.  There is no logic in singling out certain products 
and not others 

 
5.3 Complex redemption systems can lead to increased environmental 

degradation. For example, in Sweden, used single trip containers are 
returned to the point of fill where they are counted individually.  
Designed to achieve a high rate of recycling, the additional transport 
costs and energy required to complete this process far outweigh the 
benefits. 

 
5.4 In Germany deposits were added to drinks containers in 2003.  The 

main objectives of the schemes were to reduce litter and to reduce the 
overall contribution of carbon dioxide emitted due to packaging.  A 
study in 2007 showed that there had been no significant reduction in 
the amount of litter or cost to local authorities in dealing with litter and 
the reduction in carbon was also negligible.  The cost of the German 
scheme was assessed to be over €900m per year. 

 
6. Deposit fraud
 
6.1 Potential for fraud and misuse is a serious concern for the single 

trip/deposit market.  Deposits create an incentive to redeem containers 
that do not bear a charge.  This increases consumer prices.  Each 
redeemed container imposes a cost for redemption, collection, and 
reprocessing.  If a pack is returned fraudulently the refund is a direct 
cost to the distributor. 

 
6.2 US studies into the use of reverse vending machines have suggested 

that 7% to 30% of drinks cans returned in this way were on non-deposit 
bearing items, despite the refund being paid. 

 
7.   Barriers to trade
 
7.1 Deposit schemes may restrict the free movement of goods within the 

European Union (Article 28EC). 
 
7.2 Despite achieving recovery and recycling rates under the European 

Directive, some member states impose deposit systems to further 
increase recovery levels. 

 
7.3 Importing goods into a member state operating a deposit scheme 

requires packaging that adheres to each country’s requirements.  This 
may include specific labelling, bar-coding or exclusive marking to 
identify the package as ‘recoverable’.  In addition, contributions to the 
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cost of a deposit return system are required.  These costs may be 
significant, even more so for smaller producers. 

 
7.4 Deposit systems go beyond the scope of the EU Packaging Directive.  

They could be considered protectionist, favouring local producers, and 
represent a clear barrier to trade. 

 
8. Achieving further improvement in recycling rates: Alternatives to 

deposits 
 
8.1  The BSDA believes the simplest, cost effective and environmentally 

sound way to increase recycling rates is through effective kerbside 
collection schemes as opposed to deposit schemes.  These are 
already well established and run along side municipal waste collection. 

 
8.2 The success of local authority collection schemes across the UK has 

been significant in recent years.  WRAP data has shown that in 2001 
recycling of plastic bottles was just 3%, by 2007 this had risen to 35%.  
WRAP expect the recycling of plastic bottles to reach over 70% by 
2010, while estimates have shown that deposits schemes might 
retrieve 80% of the containers with deposits on them. 

 
8.3  To improve recycling out of the home, the government and local 

authorities, with the help of WRAP, should continue with the strategy 
for ‘recycling on the go’: manufacturers are becoming involved in such 
schemes.  It is important that consumers have the opportunity to 
recycle out of the home.  This will not only improve recycling rates but 
is also likely to help reduce all forms of litter. 

 
8.4 In conclusion, BSDA argues strongly that there are no valid economic 

or environmental reasons to impose mandatory deposits schemes on 
single use drinks containers. 

 
BSDA 
29 January 2009 
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SUBMISSION FROM BEVERAGE CAN MAKERS EUROPE 
 
Our Association represents the leading beverage can makers in Europe, 
namely Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia, Ball Packaging Europe and 
Crown Bevcan Europe & Middle East. 
 
We strongly support the view that “packaging recycling can be classified with 
a relatively high degree of certainty among the most cost-efficient options to 
reduce CO2 emissions and other environmental impacts” (European 
Commission Report COM (2006) 767 final, 6.12.2006). 
 
The present Bill is a framework legislation enabling the Scottish Ministers to 
make regulations to implement one or several options laid down under 
Chapter 4 Waste Reduction and Recycling. The options range from voluntary 
initiatives to increase collection and recycling of waste to compulsory deposit 
and return systems. 
 
During the Government consultation, our Association stressed that along with 
WRAP it recently launched a large scale programme ( “Every Can Counts”), 
orchestrated by Alupro ( Aluminium Packaging Recycling Organisation), to 
specifically target the “ Away from Home” consumption of beverage cans. It is 
designed to provision work places, public areas and institutions with 
comparable recycling facilities to those typically offered by kerbside. In 
addition, our Association is currently preparing, with the support of WRAP, a 
pilot-project to increase collection and recycling of kerbside programmes. 
 
It indicates that our members strongly support the flexible options in the Bill 
and are determined to actively contribute towards achieving the ambitious 
collection and recycling targets in the order of 75%. 
 
We took notice that section (58) on deposit and return systems should be 
used only insofar as the more flexible measures do not allow to promote or 
secure an increase in the recycling of materials. 
 
The SPICe briefing on the waste provisions (15 January 2009 – 09/04) shows 
genuine concern that any deposit system should comply with legal 
requirements, in particular overriding EU law. It recalls that “ some provisions, 
such as section 58 on deposit and return schemes, could take up to five years 
to be in force because of the need for a full implementation group to consider 
the matter in detail.” 
 
We trust that the enclosed paper on EU lessons concerning deposits on 
single-use drinks containers will help your discussions and thank you in 
advance for your attention. 
 

Deposits on single-use drinks packaging    -  EU lessons – 
 

1. Status of deposits under EU law
Deposits are considered as a potential trade barrier by the EU Court of 
Justice (ECJ): 
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- ” A deposit causes every producer and distributor to incur additional costs 
connected with organisation of the taking back of packaging, refunding of 
sums paid by way of deposit and any balancing of those sums between 
distributors…” 
 
- ” The replacement of a global packaging collection system with a deposit is 
such as to hinder the placing on the market of drinks imported from other 
Member States…”  ( judgment in C-309/02 German deposit) 
 
As a trade barrier, deposits are allowed only as an exception to one of the 
fundamental Treaty freedoms ( free movement of goods). Their necessity, 
appropriateness, proportionality must be strictly justified on a case-by-case 
basis by the Member State concerned. This burden of proof extends to all 
competent authorities such as the Scottish Government. 
 
2. Environmental justification of deposits 
The ECJ insists that the waste management objective in Member States shall 
be ” that the system chosen ( global collection v deposit system) is designed 
to channel packaging to the most appropriate waste management alternatives 
and form part of a policy covering all packaging and packaging waste…” 
 
It means that the comparative merits (including costs) of a general collection 
system and/or a deposit system must be carefully balanced. It also means 
that a specific deposit system for drinks packaging is questionable as 
experience with national measures on drinks containers has shown 
unacceptable trade barriers and domestic distortions of competition (EU 
Commission Report of 6.12.2006 on the EU Packaging & Packaging Waste 
Directive). 
 
Two environmental objectives may justify, however, a deposit: 
- Increase volume and quality of packaging recycling 
- Reduce litter. 
 
2.1. Recycling performance 
Experience shows that deposits allow to achieve high return rates for drinks 
containers up to 90%  and more. Some national systems operating without a 
deposit achieve, however, similarly high recycling for drinks containers 
beyond the EU targets ( B, NL, CH,…).More precise sorting for materials such 
as plastics ( higher scrap quality) may be pursued equally without a deposit – 
cf. present NL setting-up of separate collection of rigid plastic packaging ( not 
simply drinks) via igloos near retail shops. 
 
Anyway the Packaging Directive does not mean that 100% of packaging 
waste should be recycled as the “level of environmental protection sought 
must be reasonable.” (EU Advocate General in Danish cases on the can ban) 
 
Taking out drinks containers from the general household collection system - 
diminishes the efficiency as two collection systems must be run in parallel- 
deprives the general collection system of a key income source ( high scrap 
value of drinks packaging) thus increasing costs for other packaging recovery- 
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increases considerably costs for drinks containers (x 3 per container in 
Germany). 
 
2.2. Anti-litter measure 
A recent cross-border comparative study  for ADEME ( French environment 
administration) concluded that deposits tend to reduce litter, but that 
measurements of the actual impact are inconclusive. The study confirms the 
absence of an agreed measurement methodology (by weight, by unit, by 
visual impact,).  No precise figures on the cost savings for municipal cleaning 
–up. 
 
The Netherlands may serve as a key political reference as the Environment 
Minister reported the following to the national parliament after intense 
discussions and unfruitful litter measurement attempts : 
 
” I realise that the litter problem has been aimed one-dimensionally for many 
years at bottles and cans, and along the lines on deposits. This is 
understandable on the one hand because this packaging is rather 
conspicuous. The easy remedy for reducing bottles and cans in litter therefore 
appears to be the introduction of deposits on them.. But even if all the bottles 
and cans are cleared away, this would still not solve the litter problem, as litter 
consists of many more components than just cans and bottles. And because 
the root of the problem is not tackled by a deposit, attitude and behaviour are 
the other aspects which must be addressed. In the policy conducted in 
practice to prevent litter and to clear it away, attention should therefore be 
given to all the components. This means that an integral solution should 
therefore be sought which yields a much larger result than deposits on a few 
packaging items….”  ( April 2006). 
 
Instead of deposits, the Dutch municipalities now levy fines of 50-60 € for 
citizens who litter packaging and other items such as cigarettes. For 
packaging, a special “impulse programme” against litter is financed by a joint 
effort of environment ministry, municipalities and industry. 
 
The experience in other EU countries shows, therefore, that the aims targeted 
by a compulsory deposit may be achieved by less burdensome measures. 
Under settled EU case-law, the State concerned should show that a 
compulsory deposit is appropriate, necessary and proportionate in any given 
case to pursuing these two environmental objectives and cannot be attained 
by measures which are less restrictive for intra-Community trade. This also 
applies to any Scottish enabling law with, additionally, the issue of affecting 
the smooth functioning of the UK market. 
 
3. Operational burdens of a deposit system
The following minimum operational conditions must be fulfilled by a deposit 
system imposed on non-reusable containers1

                                                 
1 Reasoned Opinion of the EU Commission of 20 April 2004 in case 2003/2133 GERMANY 
(unpublished) 
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- The system must be comprehensive which means that it shall not be such 
that consumers, retailers or producers may no longer use legally admissible 
packaging. 
- A sufficient number of return points must be available so that consumers can 
recover the deposit even if they do not go back to the initial place of purchase; 
- To ensure that consumers may return their used packaging to any point of 
sale, there must be, as a minimum, an operational clearing system for deposit 
amounts between retailers; 
- The system must ensure that all producers, especially from other Member 
States, may have access to the deposit system under reasonable and non 
discriminatory conditions; 
- Producers, especially importers, must not be obliged to modify their 
packaging (for instance new shapes), but may continue to use their normal 
packaging. 
 
Labelling, registration, fees : The obligation to re-label goods lawfully 
produced and marketed in their country of origin ( in this case also goods 
originating from elsewhere in the UK) constitutes a barrier to trade although it 
applies without distinction to domestic and imported goods as “it makes it 
necessary to alter the packaging or labelling of the products concerned for the 
purpose of marketing them in [ the importing State].”2  The ECJ has held that “ 
even supposing that those extra costs are ultimately borne by consumers, the 
mere prospect of having to lay out those costs constitutes a barrier for traders 
since it is capable of acting as a disincentive to those of them who are 
contemplating marketing the products concerned in [ the importing State].”3

 
The obligation to participate in the deposit system leads to the necessity of 
attaching to the labelling a deposit mark, registering with the national deposit 
system, reporting duties and payment of fees. Thus, producers and importers 
are forced to specifically adapt the marketing of their product to the system 
requirements. Particular obstacles have arisen from country specific EAN 
codes and/or deposit marks which “may force the importer to alter the 
packaging of his products on the basis of the place where they are marketed 
and therefore to incur additional packaging and labelling costs.”4

 
4. The German and Scandinavian models 
 
4.1. Germany
German law imposes a deposit of 25 Cent € for single-use containers. The 
amount was supposed to discourage single-use in favour of  refillable bottles. 
The objective failed as the refill share of soft drinks and mineral water is 
declining dramatically. 
 
Industry was allowed only to set up framework deposit conditions ( labelling, 
deposit clearing system,  by the antitrust authority. It should be anticipated 
that similar antitrust law hurdles will be raised for Scotland (UK). No integrated 
deposit system, therefore, in Germany which means, for instance, that 
                                                 
2 ECJ judgment in Case C-217/99 Commission v Belgium 
3 same judgment as under previous footnote  
4 see ECJ judgment of 16 November 2000 in Case C-217/99 Commission v Kingdom of Belgium 
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unredeemed deposits do not reduce general system costs, but benefit 
individual operators. 
 
Many cost factors deriving from the deposit (i.e. logistics) are freely negotiated 
between operators leading to much higher costs for smaller companies. Hard 
discounters are major winners of the system and cross-subsidize their product 
prices with income derived from the deposit system (unredeemed deposits, 
income from scrap sales,). 
 
Globally, it has been calculated that industry pays 33% of collection costs to 
handle just 7,3% of the total packaging volume, that every extra drink 
container collected by the deposit system costs 22 Cent ( marginal cost), that 
retailers have invested so far > 700 million € for reverse vending machines. 
 
The German system still leads to intolerable import and export barriers 
notwithstanding the EU Commission closure of the infringement case. 
 
4.2. Scandinavian model 
There is no common Scandinavian model as deposit amounts, labelling 
requirements etc differ between countries. Sweden appears to have the most 
flexible system with deposit conditions freely agreed between operators to 
achieve the required recycling targets. 
 
Deposit systems in Scandinavia have provoked critical scrutiny from the 
national and partly EU Commission competition authorities. They have 
experienced cross-border difficulties concerning e.g. private and parallel 
imports (due essentially to different alcohol taxes). 
 
Denmark offers the model of a totally controlled monopoly system which 
includes subsidies for installing reverse vending machines. Its detailed deposit 
regulation is more than 70 pages long ! Scotland quotes this country as a 
possible model, but it should have in mind the high complexity of this foreign 
deposit system which was criticized by the EU Commission. 
 
Contrary to Germany, the number and variety of operators concerned by the 
deposit system is much lower and, most importantly, Scandinavian retailers 
and consumers are supportive of a deposit and build on the existing 
refill/deposit systems. It allows a competitive positioning of different packaging 
with a clear trend, however, towards increased convenient single-use 
containers. 
 
5. Fundamental pre-requisites for a deposit system 
Existing deposit systems in a very few EU countries show that effectiveness 
depends on: 
- Absence of an alternative effective collection system 
- Minimum per capita consumption, i.e. > 50 drinks cans per year 
-Consumers to be familiar with deposit concept (refillable system in operation) 
- Well organised, structured and motivated retail trade 
- Leading drinks producers and retailers must be supportive of deposit 
- High level of reliability in control of deposit handling and repayment 
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- Deposit amount must be set by industry and be reasonable 
(No discrimination between single-use / refillable bottle deposit amounts) 
- Financing body willing to guarantee up-front investment in equipment 
- Regulatory framework preventing distortions of competition by free riders. 
 
 
Beverage Can Makers Europe 
January 2009 
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SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM CRNS 
 
Comparison between Shetland’s glass being processed in Cunningsburgh, 
Shetland and transported to Alloa, Clackmannanshire for processing. 
 
Introduction: 
 
Below is the detail requested by the Committee in relation to my appearance 
at the Committee meeting on Wednesday 28th January 2009.  In addition 
information about Enviroglass can be viewed at: 
http://www.enviroglass.co.uk/index.html. 
 
The information below has been provided by Enviroglass and has notes at the 
bottom outlining some of the assumptions made.   
 
The Enviroglass example is used to highlight how a very narrow instrumental 
approach to counting carbon emissions can have an adverse effect on local 
economic and social issues, especially in smaller communities. 
 
Scenario – 
 
This estimation is based on 500 tonnes glass per annum arriving at SIC 
yard in Lerwick. The glass is received from kerbside collection, SME collection 
and bring sites in Shetland. At this point there would be two options; 1 
transport by road to Enviroglass plant in Cunningsbrugh, 20km away or 
transport by sea to Aberdeen and then by road to Alloa. 
 
1. Glass processed in Shetland: 
 
Travel road: 20km = 500t x 20km x 48gCO2/t = 0.48 tCO2 
Operation of Enviroglass – electricity consumption = 5 tCO2 
Total = 5.48 tCO2 per annum for production of glass cullet from glass 
collected in Lerwick by Enviroglass, Cunningsburgh 
 
2. Glass processed in Alloa: 
 
Travel: Ferry: 350km = 500t x 350k x 11gCO2/t = 1.925 tCO2 
Travel Road: 120km = 500t x 120km x 48gCO2/t = 2.88 tCO2  
 
However the carbon impact of the additional transport would be zero, as there 
is significant spare capacity in shipping of freight from Shetland to Aberdeen. 
Moreover, the haulage companies delivering to Shetland (such as 
Northwards) operate from bases in the central belt, so there is also spare 
capacity to Alloa glass recycling plant. Therefore the additional journey would 
be the diversion from the A9 to Alloa, which is 14 kms 
 
Travel road: 500t x 12km x 48gCO2/t = 0.288 tCO2 
Operation of O-I glass crushing plant = (estimated) 1 tCO2 
Total =1.288 tCO2 per annum for production of 500t glass cullet by O-I, 
Alloa. 
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3. Carbon impact of not producing glass cullet in Shetland: 
 
If glass cullet were not to be produced in Shetland there would be a need to 
import 200t of cullet, as 40% of the glass cullet produced at Enviroglass is 
sold for shotblast at the Sullom Voe oil terminal. Glass would also need to be 
imported for other uses (landscape gardening and aggregate replacement in 
pathers), though since Enviroglass exports about as many tonnes of these 
products as it sells on Shetland the impact could be regarded as neutral. Even 
if the cullet was sourced from O-I in Alloa, these 200 tonnes of shot blast 
represent 2.142 tCO2 per annum.  
 
4. Cost of shipping the glass from Shetland 
 
The cost of shipping 500t of uncrushed glass to Aberdeen has been quoted at 
£50,000 (by a Lerwick Shipping Agent). The cost of shipping 200t glass cullet 
from Aberdeen to Lerwick would be lower per tonne (because cullet is more 
dense than bottles), approximately £5,000 per annum. 
 
5. Summary 
 
If narrow view of carbon footprint was taken, it could appear that the transport 
of glass to Alloa, largely using empty ‘back-fill’ freight, would produce about 
60% of the carbon footprint of crushing the glass in Shetland. 
 
However when the consequent requirement to ship glass cullet to Shetland 
(for use at Sullom Voe as shot blast, which is a major outlet for Enviroglass 
cullet) is taken into account, the carbon footprint of crushing the glass locally 
is an order of magnitude smaller. 
 
The economic value of three full time equivalent jobs to the Shetland economy 
is significant, probably in the region of £100,000. 
 
Finally, whilst the carbon impact of transporting the glass to the mainland and 
returning with 200t of shot blast is effectively zero, there is a significant 
financial cost, estimated at £55,000 per annum from Aberdeen alone, 
excluding the cost of road transport to and from Alloa.  
______________________________________________________________
______ 
Notes: 
 
1. Freight by road uses DEFRA data: 
48 gCO2/tkm 
 
2. Enviroglass consumption electricity consumption based on data provided 
by enviroglass – (2007) – 6053 units (3 phase electricity for running, link & 
sequence), using www.timeforchange.org carbon calculator. 
 
3. Freight by shipping uses DEFRA data: 
11 gCO2/tkm 
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4. Carbon Footprint of crushing glass in Alloa: 
Alloa handles c. 200,000t of glass per annum. The carbon footprint of 
crushing the glass in the Alloa plant is therefore significantly smaller, per 
tonne of glass crushed, than the Shetland plant. Accurate figures are awaited, 
but it is estimated at 2 gCO2/t, therefore for an equivalent 500t, = 1 t CO2. 
 
CRNS 
30 January 2009 
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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

CLIMATE CHANGE (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 

CORRESPONDENCE FROM CONVENER TO CABINET SECRETARY FOR 
RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT 

 
As you know, the Rural Affairs and Environment Committee has agreed to be, 
and has subsequently been designated as, a secondary Committee on the 
Bill. The Committee’s scrutiny will focus in on provisions on waste reduction 
and recycling, forestry and muirburn. 
 
The Committee discussed its approach to scrutiny of these provisions at its 
meeting on 7 January. During this discussion members noted the wide-
ranging enabling nature of the provisions relating to waste and the restricted 
amount of time available to scrutinise such provisions before reporting to the 
Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change Committee. 
 
To provide a focus for its evidence taking sessions, the Committee agreed that 
I should write to you to request information on which of the enabling powers in 
the Bill on waste the Scottish Government has firm plans to use in this 
parliamentary session. Specifically, it would be helpful if you could provide the 
Committee with an indication as to which of these provisions the Scottish 
Government prioritises and likely timescales for the introduction of regulations 
enabling Scottish Ministers to use the powers provided by these provisions. 
 
If at all possible, I would be grateful for a response from you in advance of 
your appearance before the Committee on Wednesday 28 January on the 
waste provisions. 
 
This letter is copied to the Minister for Transport, infrastructure and Climate 
Change for information. 
 
Roseanna Cunningham, Convener, 16 January 2009 

 
RESPONSE FROM RICHARD LOCHHEAD, CABINET SECRETARY FOR 

RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT  
 
Thank you for your letter of 16 January about the prioritisation of the waste 
provisions in the Climate Change (Scotland) Bill. 
 
I recognise, and welcome, your Committee’s interest in the proper scrutiny of 
the provisions. Fundamentally the reason we proposed that nearly all 
regulations which might be made under the powers set out in the Bill should 
be made by affirmative resolution was to ensure proper scrutiny took place.  
At present, of course, we are considering only the enabling powers for such 
regulations to be made. 
 
Now is an appropriate time to consider taking these enabling powers. As you 
will appreciate, the provisions in the Bill represent only a small part of the 
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Scottish Government’s work on waste. Since May 2007 we have set new 
targets for recycling and recovery of household waste, and put a cap on the 
use of energy from waste to meet these targets. As Scotland’s household 
waste recycling rate has improved, the need to focus on the larger quantities 
of commercial and industrial waste has come into focus. The European 
governing legislation, the Waste Framework Directive, has been revised. For 
all these reasons it is an opportune time to consider the whole range of 
policies relating to waste. Accordingly, we are reviewing the National Waste 
Plan for Scotland in its entirety. We shall be consulting publicly on this revision 
in the course of 2009. 
 
Some of the things we might wish to do, such as ban from landfill further 
materials which should instead be recycled, can be done under powers the 
Government has already. The provisions in front of you relate to work which 
needs new primary legislation to underpin it. Detailed work is needed in all 
cases to work up schemes, but when we want to put these schemes into 
effect we will need the ability to do so.  
 
The Climate Change (Scotland) Bill provides an ideal vehicle, in view of the 
close relationship between climate change, and waste and resource use. 
Conversely, if we do not put these powers into primary legislation now we will 
have missed an opportunity to improve our approach to resource use, which is 
an essential part of work to address climate change. Moreover, it is difficult to 
see when a slot for a separate Bill might be arranged. Incidentally, you will 
note that the UK Climate Change Act provides a power to set carrier bag 
charges in England, Wales and Northern Ireland: it would be odd if a similar 
power were not set out in our equivalent Bill.   
 
As to prioritisation, I have said that we have detailed work to do in the case of 
all the powers before you. This work will naturally take longer for some of the 
proposals than for others: we currently consider, for example, that a deposit 
and return scheme will take longer to put into effect than the other proposals, 
in view of the need for thorough consultation and, indeed, potential 
infrastructure provision. Other provisions are likely to take less time to put into 
effect, but still require a great deal of work to ensure the maximum benefit for 
the least burden. Indeed the timescale we consider for putting measures into 
force will have to take account of the current difficult economic situation, and 
prioritisation will have to take account of the position at the time. 
 
In these circumstances I think it unlikely that regulations exercising any of 
these powers, should the Parliament agree to give them to us, a few if any, 
would be laid in the current Parliamentary session. Naturally, we would keep 
your Committee in touch with developments, should this prove otherwise. 
 
I am copying this to Stewart Stevenson MSP, Minister for Transport, 
Infrastructure & Climate Change. 
 
Richard Lochhead, Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and Environment 
29 January 2009 
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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

PIG INDUSTRY 
 

NOTE BY THE CLERK 
 
Background 
1. On 16 April 2008 the Committee held a one-off evidence-taking session 
to investigate concerns about the state of the Scottish pig industry. The 
Committee took evidence from industry representatives and from the Cabinet 
Secretary for Rural Affairs and Environment. At the meeting, the Cabinet 
Secretary explained that he would establish a short-life group (the Pig Task 
Force) to examine proposals to support the sector. 
 
2. The Pig Task Force reported on 18 June. The report identifies and 
costs six priority areas:  
 

• a “de minimis” payment scheme for pig producers;  
• compensation for losses incurred through the loss of the cull sow 

market during last year’s FMD outbreak;  
• vaccination for the PCV2 infection;  
• measures to eradicate sarcoptic mange;  
• development of an on-farm recording system; and  
• research on improving pigmeat labelling to increase consumer 

confidence. 
 

3. On 7 August, the Cabinet Secretary announced his response to the 
report and on 15 August he wrote to the Convener, detailing This response 
(Annexe A). 
 
4. The Committee discussed the Cabinet Secretary’s response on 1 
October and agreed to write to him expressing concern that he had not 
implemented in full the task force’s recommendations and inviting him to 
explain his reasons. The Cabinet Secretary replied on 13 November (Annexe 
B). 
 
5. On 26 November the Committee considered the Cabinet Secretary’s 
response and agreed to write to industry representatives requesting views on 
this correspondence and inviting them to provide an update on the issues that 
remain of concern within the industry. The following responses have been 
received (Annexe C): 
 
• Scottish Pig Producers Ltd 
• Quality Meat Scotland 
• National Farmers’ Union Scotland Pigs Committee 
• Grampian Country Foods (Hall’s of Broxburn) 
 
Action 
6. The Committee is invited to note the correspondence at Annexe C and 
decide what further action, if any, to take at this stage. 
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ANNEXE A 
 
LETTER OF 15 AUGUST 2008 FROM CABINET SECRETARY FOR RURAL 
AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT  

 
I am writing to you as a follow-up to previous correspondence regarding 
support for the pig sector and the work of the Pig Sector Task Force. 
The final report of the Task Force provided a good analysis of the current 
state of the pig sector and the problems that it has been facing However, a 
major new development since the completion of the report was confirmation of 
the takeover by Vion of Grampian Country Foods and I felt it important to 
consider the implications of this before coming to decisions. 
You may be aware that on 7 August I announced £1 million to secure a 
sustainable long- term future for the Scottish pig industry. The package is the 
first of its kind in Scotland for the pig industry and builds on actions already 
taken for the benefit of the sector. The package involves: 
• total funding of £1 million to support the pig sector; 
• an immediate £200,000 to improve the marketing of pig meat products to 
consumers, to be drawn from resources already earmarked for the red meat 
sector following foot and mouth disease last year; 
• in line with a number of the Pig Sector Task Force’s recommendations, 
around £100,000 to begin research into labelling and work to improve animal 
health; and 
• around £700,000 for future projects to be allocated in partnership with the 
industry, allowing the impact of new industry player Vion to be fully taken into 
account 
There is a limit to the resources that are available from the Scottish 
Government for investment in particular sectors. wanted to ensure that the 
money we have available for the pig sector is used in ways that help to secure 
its long-term future and this is why I have focused on forward-looking 
measures. In addition to high priority work relating to recommendations on 
pigmeat labelling and contributing to research on post weaning multi-systemic 
syndrome (PWMS), there will also be an immediate effort to increase the 
marketing of pigmeat products to consumers. 
Before reaching my decisions on the way ahead, I had a very useful meeting 
with representatives of Vion. It is clear to me that they are determined to 
invest in the long-term future of the industry in Scotland. However, as Vion 
have only just completed their takeover of Grampian Country Foods, it will be 
some weeks before they are in a position to crystallise their future strategy It 
is important that the Scottish Government should work in partnership with the 
industry to determine how best to spend the £700,000 that remains for future 
projects and it seems sensible that we should allow Vion the time they need to 
develop this strategy before making detailed commitments. 
I remain very grateful to the Task Force for their work, In taking forward our 
commitment to the pig sector, we want to continue to work in close 
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partnership with the industry. Accordingly, we will be maintaining close contact 
with QMS and NFU Scotland on this in order to secure a successful and 
sustainable future for the pig sector in Scotland. 
Richard Lochhead, MSP 
Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and the Environment 
15 August 2008 
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ANNEXE B 
 
LETTER OF 13 NOVEMBER 2008 FROM CABINET SECRETARY FOR 
RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT 
  
Thank you for your letter of 9 October 2008 concerning implementation of the 
recommendations of the Pig Task Force. 
 
I was very grateful to the members of the Task Force for the work they did in 
analysing the current state of the sector and proposing ways of assisting the 
industry.  I do not underestimate the effort involved and the commitment of the 
industry representatives. 
 
In my letter to the Committee of 15 April, I set out in detail the many ways in 
which the Scottish Government has been working to assist the pig sector, for 
example taking up its case with the European Commission and the 
Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs; including support for 
the pig sector in the £1m package for the red meat industry following foot and 
mouth disease; considering regulatory matters; and engaging with retailers on 
the sustainability of primary production.  Since my letter, we have continued to 
work with the industry with a view to securing its future.   
 
With regard to the food chain, I brought the hospitality, retail and wholesale 
sectors together with Scotland’s pig industry in May.  This provided a valuable 
opportunity for the whole chain to address the issues crucial to the 
sustainability of the pig sector in Scotland.  A number of action points were 
agreed and I have no doubt that mutual understanding of the issues facing the 
different parts of the chain will serve us all well for the future.  We built on this 
meeting when the First Minister hosted a Supermarket Summit in September 
which brought together influential figures from across the food industry.  The 
pig sector is a valuable part of our food industry and it will benefit from the 
joint working that the Scottish Government has been keen to encourage. 
 
You will be aware that in August, I announced a £1m package of aid for the 
Scottish pig sector.  This is the highest ever investment in the sector by 
Scottish Ministers.  This announcement followed a range of actions by the 
Scottish Government to support pig producers.  In allocating the £1m funding, 
I wanted to ensure that it was used in ways that would help to secure the long 
term future of the sector in Scotland.  The measures that were announced in 
August included research into pig meat labelling, the marketing of pork and 
negotiations by Government officials on involvement in research on post-
weaning multi-systemic syndrome.  The research into pig meat labelling is 
underway and work is continuing on the other two projects. 
 
On 22 October, I announced four further projects to support the sector, funded 
from the remainder of the £1m.  The projects include a pig business network 
to improve benchmarking, collaboration and efficiencies across the supply 
chain; the appointment of a Pig Veterinary Adviser to offer practical on-farm 
advice on disease control and elimination; new guidance and one-to-one 
advice on slurry and waste management; and research to develop a test for 
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mycotoxin zearalenone, a feed contaminant affecting breeding and growth 
rates, in pig tissues. 
 
These priorities for the sector were considered with the industry including 
some of those involved in the Task Force.  I believe that these forward looking 
projects – which we are aiming to get underway as soon as possible - will help 
to ensure the sustainability of the sector in the long term.  This has been my 
purpose in offering support for the sector. 
 
With falling grain and fuel prices and with pig prices remaining strong, the 
future already looks more promising for the sector.    
 
You ask specifically for views on each Task Force recommendation and the 
extent to which they have been implemented.  Government was able to 
accept, in full or in part, two out of the six recommendations.  These were as 
follows: 
 
• Development of an on-farm recording system – costed at £90,000 by the 

Task Force, this work is now fully included in the Scottish Pig Business 
Network which I recently announced as one of the projects to be funded 
from the pig sector £1m. 

 
• Research on improved pig meat labelling – this research was announced 

in August and is now underway.  Conclusions are expected by November 
2008. 

 
Unfortunately we were unable to accept the remaining recommendations.  
With only a finite amount of public money available to support the sector, the 
Government considers it essential to use that money in ways to strengthen 
the sector for the long term.  The recommendations in question were: 
 
• De minimis scheme – this proposed scheme was costed at £694,000.  It 

was a headage based scheme designed to provide direct financial support 
to producers and a vote of confidence by the Scottish Government in the 
pig sector.  Whilst Government appreciated the reasons for the request for 
support, particularly given the difficulties caused by high feed and fuel 
costs relative to the price of pig meat, it was not possible to justify such a 
scheme.  Only about 117 businesses would have benefited and while the 
scheme might have provided short term relief to some pig producers, it did 
not address the fundamental causes of financial difficulty in the pig sector 
identified by the industry (high feed and fuel costs) and therefore would not 
have had any long term value for the sector as a whole. 

 
• Compensation for loss of cow sow market – this proposed headage 

scheme was costed at £538,300.  Government understood the call for 
compensation given the earlier impact of foot and mouth disease on the 
cull sow market.  Again, however, the scheme would have provided only 
short term support for the pig sector.  It was backward looking with no long 
term benefits to be gained.  Furthermore, State aid approval would have 
taken time with no guarantee of success. 
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• PCV2 vaccination – Government officials are in negotiation with the Royal 

Veterinary College on involvement in research into post-weaning multi-
systemic syndrome.  If it goes ahead, the research will be funded from the 
£1m for the pig sector.  The work would be the subject of a contract and 
therefore I cannot be specific about costs.  With regard to the actual 
vaccination, Government took the view that it would set a dangerous 
precedent to provide vaccine for a non-notifiable disease.  State aid 
approval would have been difficult to obtain and the project in any case 
would not be the best use of £570,000 for the longer term. 

 
• Sarcoptic mange – at a cost of £41,000, this project would have benefited 

the few producers who have not already dealt with the problem of mange 
within their herd.  Again, it would have set a precedent for Government to 
supply a treatment for a non-notifiable disease and State aid approval 
would have been difficult to obtain.   

 
I believe that the decisions that have been taken in terms of support for the 
pig industry are correctly strategic in nature and aimed at the long term 
sustainability of the sector.  I remain committed to the future of the Scottish 
pig industry.   
 
 
RICHARD LOCHHEAD 
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ANNEXE C 
 

RESPONSE FROM SCOTTISH PIG PRODUCERS LTD 
 

Update on Current State of Scottish Pig Industry 
 
Background 
In April 2008 the Scottish Pig Industry Task Force was announced by the 
Cabinet Secretary to consider possible actions to assist the pig industry, 
particularly producers who were badly hit by rocketing feed, fuel and energy 
costs and the loss of markets in the aftermath of FMD.  There was a need to 
restore and maintain confidence in the production sector. 
 
When the Task Force was announced on 16th April 2008 a strategic review of 
the industry had been proposed.  Producers naturally assumed the purpose of 
the Task Force was to identify short-term measures for immediate assistance 
prior to completion of the Strategic Review.  In effect, the Strategic Review 
report was commissioned in August 2008 with none of the Task Force 
recommendations actioned.  Expectation was created in the production 
sector, but the failure to deliver further undermined confidence and the 
breeding herd fell as predicted. 
 
Current Industry Position 
A reduction in the price of cereals has helped alleviate financial pressures, 
however, fuel and energy prices have yet to reflect the lower raw material 
price.  In Summer and Autumn 2008 our pig price did not reach the levels 
experienced by our main competitors in Europe due to the power of the retail 
sector in the UK.  Despite Government engaging with our retailers on the 
sustainability of primary production, we still have no mechanism in place to 
ensure this.  Producers will not invest unless retailers give financial 
commitment to the future.  Recent currency changes have increased the cost 
of imports and ensured a stable GB pig price, however, soya bean imported 
from the USA and Brazil is significantly more expensive at £285 per tonne. 
 
Looking Forward 
The Scottish breeding herd continues to decline and the main abattoir at 
Broxburn unlikely to regain a five day slaughter week due to lack of numbers.  
Compliance with NVZ regulations will require considerable investment; again 
this will only happen if producers are confident of their future.  The competitive 
tender process under SRDP gives producers little encouragement to proceed 
with capital expenditure.  The £1m package announced in August is 
effectively £700,000, the balance had already been allocated to the industry.  
We will ensure this is used to best effect, however, it is medium to long-term 
assistance, it does not give producers immediate direct financial support. 
 
The production sector finds itself in an impossible financial position.  They are 
expected to commit to expenditure to comply with NVZ regulations during a 
recession which has increased uncertainty and lack of confidence in the 
future.  In this climate, the Scottish pig herd will decline further, Scottish 
Government should act to give producers confidence to continue. The de 
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minimis scheme proposed by the Task Force should be actioned.   Although 
approximately 120 businesses will benefit, it is their overall contribution to the 
Scottish Economy that should be considered.  The Scottish Industry supplies 
a high quality, welfare-friendly product to consumers and Scottish 
Government should protect this supply and the jobs within the Industry.    
Grant assistance to help comply with NVZ regulations should be guaranteed 
at a minimum of 40% and not be competitive tender. 
 
Producers have incurred significant financial loss and must invest, an element 
of direct support is vital. 
 
G McKen 
Scottish Pig Producers Ltd 
January 2009 
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RESPONSE FROM QUALITY MEAT SCOTLAND 
 

Executive Summary 
Developments in the Scottish pig meat industry over 2008 

 
• Producers have benefited form strong growth in farmgate prices since 

April both for prime pigs and cull sows.  Although prices have come off 
recent highs during December they are still considerably higher than 
they were twelve months ago. 

 
• Price movements have reflected movements in the European market 

rather than domestic market. 
 
• High cull sow prices and lack of confidence have continued to 

encourage sow herd reductions.  However, most recent data suggests 
that the rate of sow culling has slowed in the past two months. 

 
• At a UK level, liquidation of sow herds and the consequent reduced 

need for replacement pigs has helped to sustain prime pig slaughter 
numbers for much of 2008.  However in the past quarter, and not 
withstanding the FMD disruption to kill in 2007, prime pig slaughter 
numbers are now falling below year levels reflecting the reduced 
breeding herd size. 

 
• Scottish prime pig slaughter numbers have fallen quicker than across 

the UK as a whole.  However, the size of the year on year decline has 
stabilised in the second half of 2008.  This may reflect an earlier 
liquidation of breeding herds in Scotland and subsequent stabilisation.  
However, reduced prime pig availability has led to the major Scottish 
processor to take a commercial decision to move to a four-day 
slaughter profile which may have resulted in an over correction in the 
Scottish kill capacity.  That is the reduced effective capacity is greater 
than the reduced stock availability and trade with England has 
increased slightly. 

 
• June census data shows Scottish sow numbers falling quicker than in 

England and Wales between June 2007 and 2008.  Indications from 
the main co-operative marketing groups in Scotland are that sow 
numbers kept by independent producers have stabilised since June.  
However the corporate restructuring at Grampian Food Group has led 
to a further significant reduction in the Scottish sow herd between June 
and December. 

 
• Imported product still plays a significant role in UK consumer supplies 

although in the past quarter exchange rate movements have slowed 
import volumes slightly.  Similarly export sales, particularly of sow 
meat, have been favoured by the weakness of sterling. 
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• Retail prices have shadowed producer price movements but have not 
matched them and consequently processor margins have continued to 
be squeezed. 

 
• Improved producer prices and lower feed prices in late 2008 have been 

reflected in an improvement in producer margins.  Falling energy costs 
and lower finance charges have yet to feed through to producers.  
However, margins generally remain negative except for the most 
technically efficient.  Nevertheless, even here the return is insufficient 
to give a reasonable return on capital invested. 

 
Producer price movements 

UK farmgate prices 
moved forward strongly 
over the second quarter 
of 2008 then stabilised 
before falling back in the 
final quarter. 
 
Prices have to a degree 
reflected changing supply 
patterns, but more 
importantly, European 
prices. 
 
UK prices have 
historically been one of 
the stronger prices 
across Europe.  
However, as European 
prices increased strongly 
in the first three-quarters 
of 2008, UK prices, 
although following the 
pattern, did not hold their 
premium (when 
measured in Euros).  
However, as European 
prices fell in the final 
quarter UK prices 
regained their premium, 

but nevertheless followed EU prices down. 

 
UK producer price for pigs (DAPP)
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Cull sow prices have also 
been particularly strong 
over the past twelve 
months, which has further 
encouraged herd 
liquidations. 
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Sow price has been supported during 2008 by strong export demand for 
manufacturing meat from central and eastern Europe. 
 
Pig numbers 

Sow numbers in Scotland 
have continued to decline 
through 2008 and at a 
more rapid rate than in 
the UK as a whole. 
 
Although sow numbers 

ot withstanding the low 

b

a decline in sow numbers over the past twelve months. 

Index of UK and Scottish sow population  - June
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are also falling across the 
European Union, they 
have fallen quicker in the 
UK. 
 
N
UK sow kill during August 
to October 2007, which 
resulted from FMD 
movement restrictions, 
and the “catch up” which 
occurred in November 
and December 2007, sow 
and boar slaughterings 
have continued at high 
levels across the UK 
throughout 2008.  Sow 
and boar slaughterings in 
the first third of 2008 
were particularly high 

  

 
Index of EU, UK and Scottish sow population  - 

December
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compared to both 2007 and 2006.   

Provisional slaughter 
figures for November 
2008 are the first month 
to show a substantial 
decline year on year.  
However, because of the 
FMD affect in 2007 a 
better comparison for the 
second half of 2008 is 
with 2006.  In this regard 
November 2008 is the 
only month during 2008 
in which the sow and 
e the first evidence of the 

decline in Scottish and UK sow numbers slowing as profitability begins to 
recover.  Nevertheless, it is likely that the December census results will show 

UK sow and boar slaughtering
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boar kill is significantly lower than 2006.  This may 
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Prime slaughter movements 

 
Scottish slaughterings of 
lean pigs fell below year 

ginally 

f sow culling it is not surprising that prime pig 

 

c
earlier levels around April 
2008 and have since that 
point been running 
consistently some 15% 
below year earlier levels.  
However, part of the 
explanation was a switch 
to four day working at a 
major Scottish abattoir.  
This is a catch 22 
situation, workdays were 
reduced because of a fall 
in Scottish pig supplies 
but once capacity, and 
abattoir staffing, has 
been reduced there is 
less interest in increasing 
production among 
producers.  Furthermore, 
transport costs, 
particularly from the 
North East, mean that 
even if prices offered are 
slightly better in England 
that the extra cost of 

 
K prime pig slaughterings show a similar pattern with the kill mar

Scottish slaughterings of clean pigs
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U
higher in the first third before falling away in the rest of the year, most 
particularly in the final quarter.  
 

iven the continued high level oG
supplies are beginning to fall, and will continue to fall, as the last progeny of 
sows slaughtered at weaning are marketed and no replacement litters are 
coming forward.  The earlier decline in Scottish prime pig kill followed by 
stabilisation may reflect an earlier fall in sow numbers in Scotland than across 
the UK as a whole, as reflected in the June census results.  Consequently UK 
prime kill may fall further in December 2008 and early 2009 as the effect of a 
later sow cull in England and Wales feeds through the chain. 

 
UK prime pig slaughtering
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Retail market changes 
 
Retail prices have, on 
average, followed 
producer price 
movements over the 
past twelve months.  
However, while they 
have followed the 
pattern they have failed 
to match them, 
particularly over the 
past six months.  With 
producer prices moving 

more quickly than retail prices over the past 30 months, processor margins 
continue to be under pressure. 

 
Index of producer and retail price for pork
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The recent dioxin related food scare involving Irish pigs has highlighted the 
complex nature of trade in pig meat and pig meat products.  When the FSA 
recommended product recall it was found that in many cases product labelling 
was inadequate in identifying product origin. 
 
Trade  
 

Trade data shows that 
total imports of pork 
bacon and ham have 
fallen in the second half 
of 2008 compared with 
year earlier levels.  This 
may reflect the influence 
of exchange rate 
movements on the 
competitiveness of 
imports. 
 
Similarly exports volumes 
have increased.  Two 

factors have influenced this trade, firstly high levels of sow slaughterings 
increasing the volumes of manufacturing pork available for export to central 

and eastern Europe and 
secondly the more 
favourable exchange rate 
making UK supplies 
more competitive. 

 
UK pork, bacon and ham imports
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UK pork, bacon and ham exports
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Enterprise profitability 
 
The table below shows trends in pig profitability, based on BPEX data 
adjusted to reflect agricultural input price movements since October 2006.  
Feed price movement has been based on Agrisoft pig industry enterprise 
records for home mixed rations and purchased feeds. 
 
A business relying purely on home mixed rations would have seen margins 
change as below: 
 

 Oct 2006 April 
2007 Oct 2007 April 

2008 Oct 2008 

Gross 
margin/pig 
sold (£) 

27.53 21.49 22.44 9.87 27.53 

Net margin/pig 
sold (£) 8.30 1.15 -12.37 -16.83 +0.06 

 
A business relying purely on purchased rations would have seen margins 
change as below: 
 

 Oct 2006 April 
2007 Oct 2007 April 

2008 Oct 2008 

Gross 
margin/pig 
sold (£) 

27.53 23.34 13.76 12.58 23.08 

Net margin/pig 
sold (£) 8.30 2.99 -8.68 -14.12 -4.39 

 
 
Thus, over the 18 months (October 2006 to April 2008), pig producers’ net 
margins fell by between £22 and £25/pig depending upon the balance 
between purchased and home mixed rations.  However, since then the 
improvement in farmgate prices and falls in the price of feed raw materials 
have resulted in margins improving by £10-£16 per pig such that those using 
home-mixed rations are just breaking even. 
 
 
Stuart Ashworth 
Head of Economic Services 
QMS 
January 2009 
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RESPONSE FROM NFU SCOTLAND PIGS COMMITTEE 
 

Update on Current State of Scottish Pig Industry 
 
Firstly, can I thank you for the opportunity to update the Rural Affairs and 
Environment Committee on the current state of the Scottish pig industry. 
 
Before looking at current conditions and prospects for Scottish pig producers, 
it is worthwhile considering the background to your request.   The Scottish Pig 
Industry Taskforce was established by the Cabinet Secretary in April 2008 
and charged with identifying actions that would reverse the significant 
downturn in the sector.  The difficult conditions being experienced in 2007 
were exacerbated by the FMD outbreak that year, and these continued into 
2008. 
 
The taskforce identified that there was an immediate need for short-term 
measures to restore confidence to the sector and its recommendations to the 
Cabinet Secretary were focussed on actions that, in its view, would deliver on 
that basis. However, the Strategic Review report was commissioned in August 
2008 with none of the Task Force recommendations supported. 
 
We appreciate that the Cabinet Secretary has chosen to support longer-term 
objectives, and there is some merit in the projects now being supported.   
Despite this, the feeling from grass roots pig producers is that more 
immediate, direct support for producers was justifiable and desperately 
needed.   Without that immediate support, there has been further contraction 
in the Scottish pig herd to 38,000 breeding pigs.   A recent report has 
suggested that the pig herd is now below the critical mass required for a 
sustainable Scottish pig sector. 
 
While NFU Scotland supports the stakeholder culture developed by the 
Scottish Government to help inform policymaking decisions, lessons from the 
pig task force must be taken on board if the process of consultation in this 
manner is to be improved. 
 
Current Industry Position 
 
Currently Scottish Pig Producers are awaiting a long expected price rise 
owing to decreased supply, yet steady demand.   Pig producers’ bank 
accounts desperately need replenishment and at the same time, the 
infrastructure on farm requires immediate investment.   Pig accommodation 
and handling facilities on many farms are coming to the end of their life span. 
 
With Nitrate Vulnerable Zones (NVZs) legislation now in place, many farms 
will also have to find additional money to invest in slurry storage.    This is 
required to meet legislation but is likely to cost many tens of thousands of 
pounds. 
 
We must press that Scotland Rural Development Programme (SRDP) grants 
be made available at 40 percent rates, and that this support is delivered 
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through non-competitive schemes.   This is not currently the case but the 
promised review of the Rural Priorities Scheme offers the potential to address 
this. 
 
It is worth considering that the majority of these necessary slurry storage 
tanks will be paid for out of borrowed money. Pig farmers are very shy of 
further borrowing without seeing a return on their investment and the current 
banking crisis offers no guarantees that extended credit will be available to 
complete the work.   Many farmers are stating that they will leave investment 
in storage to the last moment and even then they will consider walking away 
from the industry if they do not get a satisfactory return. 
 
Looking Forward 
 
Given the right encouragement from the Scottish Government and the Cabinet 
Secretary, Scottish pig farmers can produce a fantastic product.  Farmers will 
invest and expand, if they are allowed to do what they are very good at, i.e. 
producing food without the constraints of unnecessary red tape and legislative 
burden. 
 
Processing plants such as Halls of Broxburn and Robertson’s of Ardrossan 
would benefit from an increased Scottish pig herd, ensuring full factories and 
again it would give them more confidence to further add value to their product. 
 
I am certain that pig farmers would be delighted to play their part in the 
Cabinet Secretary’s vision for the Scottish Food and Drink Sector, but this 
would need a concerted effort by all parts of the chain and Scottish 
Government to ensure that primary producers can generate a fair return which 
allows them to see their future in pig production. 
 
 
Robin Traquair 
Chairman, NFU Scotland Pigs Committee. 
January 2009 
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RESPONSE FROM GRAMPIAN COUNTRY FOODS (HALL'S OF 
BROXBURN) 

 
Pig Sector Task Force report 
 
Firstly please accept my apologies for the late response to your request for an 
update on the state of the Scottish pig industry. As you will be aware the 
Christmas period is an exceptionally busy time for our business and our focus 
has been on ensuring we satisfied all the demands of our customer base at 
this very important time of year. 
 
The Scottish pig industry continues to be a very competitive sector in which to 
operate, both for the farmer supplier and processor. Our farmer suppliers still 
face financial constraints with rising feed, fuel and energy costs being the 
largest input costs into their business. We also have first hand experience of 
this through our own pig farming operations in the North East of Scotland 
which also have been suffering financially due to these costs. For all parties it 
was difficult to mitigate these rising costs despite the DAPP rising to 138p to 
140p per kg in November ’08 due to the fact that they are influenced by the 
world market and are out with our direct control. 
 
Recently we have been fortunate to see a fall in energy and feed prices and 
the DAPP has now dropped to around 132p, however for producers who 
bought feed forward at the height of the market they may be facing some 
difficult choices ahead. It is my belief that even at these lower prices farmer 
producers will continue to make a return and a number of the more efficient 
and modern producers were able to cover their costs albeit at these reduced 
levels. 
 
The industry has benefited slightly by the current economic decline as this has 
made British meat more affordable and imported products dearer. However, 
the uncertainty in the economy reflects in uncertainty and a lack of stability in 
the market place. As an industry we are continually chasing price recovery or 
being challenged on price reductions. This uncertainty makes it difficult for 
both the processor and farmer to budget and commit for the long term 
resulting in many decisions being made for short term. 
 
This is further exacerbated by the increasingly competitive nature of the retail 
sector who are attempting to maintain market share through this difficult 
economic time. Whilst in the short term the consumer benefits from 
competitive pricing of their products, in the long term the supply chain may not 
receive a fair return for their produce. 
 
Looking forward we need to ensure that consumers understand the welfare 
standards in the UK and that country of origin labelling is clear, allowing 
consumers to make informed choices at the point of purchase. The 
forthcoming TV programme by Jamie Oliver will no doubt raise awareness but 
the impact will be short lived when consumers return to their previous buying 
habits. At a time like this, when consumers are made aware of the welfare 
implications due to their buying habits, we as an industry should use the 
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opportunity to promote our products due to the merits of the production 
methods, not just on price. While it has the media’s attention it also should 
provide the Government with the opportunity to review the welfare standards it 
allows imports to enter this country. 
 
The steps undertaken by the Pig Task Force and the Scottish Government 
have been welcomed, however, I consider that there is still a lot more that can 
be done to address the challenges the Scottish pig industry continues to 
faces. 
 
In summary: 
 

1. Over the next few months, pig farmers will continue to make a small 
return, but that balance is very fragile. This is very dependent on the 
strength of the Euro. 

2. We need to build confidence in the Scottish pig herd to ensure that we 
have a sustainable supply chain for the future. 

3. We are currently in discussions with a number of retailers to establish 
contracts which will reflect market prices, thereby taking out some of 
the uncertainty for our farmer producers. This is still at an early stage in 
development. 

4. The pig industry in Scotland remains challenging and we need to co-
operate as an industry, with support from the Government, to ensure 
that it has a future and provides confidence to the farmer producer to 
remain in this sector. 

 
If you wish to discuss any of the points raised above, or to visit our Hall’s 
business please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
 
 
Brian McMonagle 
MD VION Hall’s 
21 January 2009 
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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE COMMITTEE’S REMIT 

 
Note by the Clerk: Each time an agenda and papers for a meeting are circulated to 
members, a short paper like this one will also be included as a means of alerting 
members to relevant documents of general interest which they can follow up 
through the links included. 
 

Rural housing 
 

The Scottish Government has published a report entitled “An Investigation of 
Occupancy Conditions in Rural Housing” which is of relevance to the Committee’s 
rural housing inquiry.  It can be viewed online at: 
 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/256768/0076210.pdf

 
UK Marine Bill Legislative Consent Memorandum 

 
Scottish Natural Heritage has provided a submission on the UK Marine Bill LCM 
which was received after the evidence session with the Cabinet Secretary at the 
Committee meeting on Wednesday 28 January. The submission is at Annexe A. 

 
EFRA Food Inquiry 

 
The UK’s Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee is continuing its inquiry 
into “Securing food supplies up to 2050: the challenges for the UK”. Information 
about the inquiry and the points to be addressed are available online at: 
 
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural
_affairs/efra_food_policy.cfm

 
EFRA: Flooding Inquiry 

 
The EFRA Committee is continuing to take evidence on its inquiry into Flooding. 
The next evidence session is on Monday 9 Monday 9 February 2009 with Sir 
Michael Pitt, Chair of the Learning lessons from the 2007 floods Review. The 
evidence session will specifically focus on the Government’s Response to Sir 
Michael Pitt’s Review. The response was published on 17 December 2008. 
Information on the inquiry can be viewed at: 
 
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural
_affairs/efraflooding.cfm

 
Petitions 

 
The PPC has recently considered PE1201 from Netta Mackenzie. The Committee 
agreed to close the petition and make the RAE committee aware of their decision 
for information only. The petition can be viewed at: 
 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/petitions/docs/PE1201.htm
 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/256768/0076210.pdf
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural_affairs/efra_food_policy.cfm
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural_affairs/efra_food_policy.cfm
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environ/fcd/floods07.htm
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environ/fcd/floods07.htm
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural_affairs/efraflooding.cfm
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/environment__food_and_rural_affairs/efraflooding.cfm
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/petitions/docs/PE1201.htm
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European Commission Biowaste Consultation 
 

The European Commission is currently undertaking a consultation on bio-waste.  
The deadline for submissions is 15 March.  Details of the consultation can be read 
online at: 
 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/compost/

 
 

Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Bill 
 

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) has recently launched guidance for 
insurance on new developments. In evidence on 10 December the ABI agreed to 
provide the Committee with a copy of this guidance as soon as it was published.  
This can be viewed at:  
 
http://www.abi.org.uk/BookShop/ResearchReports/Climate%20Adaptation%20Guide%20F
inal.pdf
 

 
Brussels Bulletin 

 
The fortnightly Brussels Bulletin produced by the Parliament’s European Officer is 
available online at:  
 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/europe/documents/BrusselsBulleti
n.htm
 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/compost/
http://www.abi.org.uk/BookShop/ResearchReports/Climate%20Adaptation%20Guide%20Final.pdf
http://www.abi.org.uk/BookShop/ResearchReports/Climate%20Adaptation%20Guide%20Final.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/europe/documents/BrusselsBulletin.htm
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/europe/documents/BrusselsBulletin.htm
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Annex A 
 
UK MARINE AND COASTAL ACCESS BILL LEGISLATIVE CONSENT 
MEMORANDUM  
Thank you for inviting SNH to comment on the above Legislative Consent 
Memorandum. 
In our view further devolution of marine planning, licensing, conservation and 
enforcement set out in the UK Marine and Coastal Access Bill will enable a better 
integrated approach to the planning and management of the inshore and offshore 
waters around Scotland. It will achieve this by, for example, enabling a necessarily 
consistent approach to Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) policy to be applied 
throughout Scottish waters.  
The UK Bill's proposals have potential implications for some of SNH's work and the 
way in which it is carried out.   

• Notwithstanding there may be a consistent approach to MPA policy in 
territorial and offshore waters, the statutory provisions establishing MPAs 
may be different in the two areas.   

• In future, it will be necessary to align advice in the offshore and inshore 
areas as initially Scottish Ministers will receive nature conservation advice 
from JNCC in the offshore area (including in relation to provisions in the UK 
Marine Bill), and from SNH within inshore waters (including in relation to 
possibly different provisions in the Scottish Marine Bill).  In the longer term, it 
would be useful to examine what will be the most appropriate arrangements 
to ensure effective integration of such advice.  As you will be aware, SNH 
funds JNCC and already works closely with it on a number of issues. In the 
meantime we will make every effort to coordinate and streamline nature 
conservation advice to Ministers in relation to issues that straddle the 
inshore-offshore areas.   

SNH 
28 January 2009 
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